This intensive Academic English Course will help you significantly improve your English skills, achieve greater fluency, and fully prepare you for university study in English Speaking Countries.

The Intensive English Course curriculum includes 24 hours of classroom instruction and practice in all key language skills: speaking, listening, pronunciation, vocabulary, reading and writing.

Course Objectives

- To enhance conversation skills using practical, real-world English
- To develop writing skills with accuracy and effectiveness
- To develop strategic listening skills
- To develop students knowledge of academic vocabulary and accuracy in grammar structures
- To increase their communication skills for presentation purposes
- To enhance students communication skills for face-to-face interviews
ACADEMIC COURSE CONTENTS

Writing
- Planning and structuring essays and reports
- Creating an academic writing style
- Paragraphing
- Proof-reading skills
- Citing, referencing and quoting

Reading
- Reading and researching for assignments
- Extended reading in your subject area
- Understanding academic texts

Grammar and Vocabulary
- Improving your grammar
- Correcting grammar mistakes
- Increasing your subject vocabulary
- Developing your academic vocabulary
- Grammar and vocabulary for writing

Speaking
- Giving academic presentations
- Contributing to seminars and debates
- Improving your fluency

Listening
- Listening to lectures and note-taking
- Understanding presentations
- Listening for opinion in seminars and discussions
Our courses are very interactive, because we believe that the best way to learn something is by doing it.

To find out more about our Academic English Courses:

Call 852-2119-3027 or 2116-3916

Email: anne@tuition.com.hk or info@tuition.com.hk